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QUESTION 1

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database that has Trustworthy set to on. You create a stored procedure
that returns database-level information from Dynamic Management Views. 

You grant User1 access to execute the stored procedure. 

You need to ensure that the stored procedure returns the required information when User1 executes the stored
procedure. You need to achieve this goal by granting the minimum permissions required. 

A. Grant the db_datareader role on the database to User1. 

B. Modify the stored procedure to include the EXECUTE AS OWNER statement. Grant VIEW SERVER STATE
permissions to the owner of the stored procedure. 

C. Create a SQL Server login that has VIEW SERVER STATE permissions. Modify the stored procedure to include the
EXECUTE AS {newlogin} statement. 

D. Move the stored procedure to the User1 schema. 

E. Grant the VIEW SERVER STATE permission to User1. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing a data warehouse with two fact tables. The first table contains sales per month and the second table
contains orders per day. 

Referential integrity must be enforced declaratively. 

You need to design a solution that can join a single time dimension to both fact tables. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a surrogate key for the time dimension. 

B. Join the two fact tables. 

C. Create a view on the sales table. 

D. Create a time dimension that can join to both fact tables at their respective granularity. 

Correct Answer: A 

With dimensionally modeled star schemas or snowflake schemas, decision support queries follow a typical pattern: the
query selects several measures of interest from the fact table, joins the fact rows with one or several dimensions along
the surrogate keys, places filter predicates on the business columns of the dimension tables, groups by one or several
business columns, and aggregates the measures retrieved from the fact table over a period of time. The following
demonstrates this pattern, which is also sometimes referred to as a star join query: select ProductAlternateKey,
CalendarYear,sum(SalesAmount) from FactInternetSales Fact join DimTime on Fact.OrderDateKey = TimeKey join
DimProduct on DimProduct.ProductKey = Fact.ProductKey where CalendarYear between 2003 and 2004 and
ProductAlternateKey like \\'BK%\\' group by ProductAlternateKey,CalendarYear 
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QUESTION 3

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database instance. 

You plan to migrate the database to Windows Azure SQL Database. You verify that all objects contained in the
database are compatible with Windows Azure SQL Database. 

You need to ensure that database users and required server logins are migrated to Windows Azure SQL Database. 

A. Back up the database from the local server and restore it to Windows Azure SQL Database. 

B. Use the Copy Database wizard. 

C. Use the Database Transfer wizard. 

D. Use SQL Server Management Studio to deploy the database to Windows Azure SQL Database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database. 

The database is backed up according to the following schedule: 

Daily full backup at 23:00 hours. 

Differential backups on the hour, except at 23:00 hours. 

Log backups every 10 minutes from the hour, except on the hour. 

The database uses the Full recovery model. 

A developer accidentally drops a number of tables and stored procedures from the database between 22:40 hours and
23:10 hours. You perform a database restore at 23:30 hours to recover the dropped table. 

You need to restore the database by using the minimum amount of administrative effort. You also need to ensure
minimal data loss. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You administer two Microsoft SQL Server 2012 servers named ServerA and ServerB. You use a database named
AdventureWorks. 

You need to prepare the AdventureWorks database for database mirroring. ServerB will act as the mirror in a mirroring
partnership along with ServerA. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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